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Your favorite bartender is headed on vacation - and this time it isn't all high heels and handsome hunks.u003cbr
/u003eu003cbr /u003eTry gators, a grandmother, and GOLD!u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eThe De'Laruse matriarch
carries a secret from the Civil War era, and it's high time to tear down the accompanying rumor mill. More than a
hundred and fifty years ago, French gold was captured when the ship aiding the Confederacy tried to run the Union
blockade. Addie enlists the help of Vicki Bohanan and her granddaughter, best bud Janine De'Laruse, to decode the
clues left in a Union soldier's journal to solve the mystery once and for all concerning what happened to the bars
emblazoned with the fleur-de-lis imprint.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eAs if Vicki doesn't have enough concerns to
occupy her week. Between fighting off Janine's oversexed younger brother, a mysterious maid of questionable
conduct, and the sperm donor breathing down her neck - not to mention those grumpy gators again - all Vicki wants is
one uninterrupted night's sleep.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eFat chance - even in the land of Fat Tuesday, as Vicki
jets off to Louisiana for the holidays in book three of the Bartender Babe Chronicles.
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